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Grade 5 Science - Earth and Space

Big Idea

Content

Teaching Science:

The Art of our Professional Practice
Core competencies are at the centre of the redesigned curriculum. We invite

you to look to the competencies and what we know as wise practice (AFL, inquiry,
Aboriginal Ways of Knowing) to artfully design learning opportunities for our
students.
This science kit was created by SD 71
educators. Within these pages you will find
hands-on experiments, activities, lesson
ideas, web links, and place-based
experiences to engage the curiosity of our
learners.

Area of Learning: SCIENCE

Grade 5

BIG IDEAS
Multicellular organisms have organ systems
that enable them to survive and interact
within their environment. (Questions to
support inquiry with students:
How do organ systems interact
with one another? How do organ
systems interact with their
environment to meet basic
needs?)

Solutions are
homogeneous mixtures. (Questions
to support inquiry with
students: What are homogeneous
solutions? What are their
uses?

Machines are devices
that transfer force and energy.
(Questions to support inquiry
with students: How do machines
(natural and human-made)
transfer force and energy? What
natural machines can you
identify in your local
environment?)

Humans use earth materials
as natural resources. (Questions to
support inquiry with students:
How do we interact with water,
rocks, minerals, soils, and
plants? Why is Earth
considered a closed material
system?)

Learning Standards
Curricular Competencies

Content

Students are expected to be able to do the following:

Students are expected to know the following:

Questioning and predicting (A system is a set of interacting or interdependent pieces or components
that come together to form a whole. A system occupies a physical or a temporal space within a set
environment, has a representative form, and possesses a purpose or function. Key questions about
systems: How do the systems of the human body work together? How can you observe the concept of
interconnectedness within ecosystems in your local area?)






Demonstrate a sustained curiosity about a scientific topic or problem of personal interest
Make observations in familiar or unfamiliar contexts
Identify questions to answer or problems to solve through scientific inquiry
Make predictions about the findings of their inquiry

 basic structures and functions of body
systems:
— digestive
— excretory
— respiratory
— circulatory
 solutions and solubility (homogeneous

Planning and conducting







Explore and pose questions that lead to investigations
With support, plan appropriate investigations to answer their questions or solve problems they have identified
Decide which variable should be changed and measured for a fair test
Choose appropriate data to collect to answer their questions
Observe, measure, and record data, using appropriate tools, including digital technologies
Use equipment and materials safely, identifying potential risks

Processing and analyzing data and information
 Experience and interpret the local environment
 Construct and use a variety of methods, including tables, graphs, and digital technologies, as appropriate, to
represent patterns or relationships in data
 Identify patterns and connections in data
 Compare data with predictions and develop explanations for results



solutions: uniform solutions (e.g.,
apple juice, coffee) that can be
separated through distillation,
evaporation, and crystallization;
solubility of solids, liquids, and
gases (e.g., salt [solid], honey
[liquid], carbon dioxide [gas in
water makes pop]); properties of
solutions: concentration, pH, etc.;
dissolving: process of forming a
solution)
properties of simple machines (levers,
wedge, inclined plane, wheel and
axle, pulley, and screw) and their
force effects (force effects include
changing direction and multiplying
force)

 machines:

 Demonstrate an openness to new ideas and consideration of alternatives

— constructed
— found in nature (the lever is the
basis of nearly every aspect of
the musculoskeletal system)
 power (examples include students
racing up a hill, machine power
ratings, motors) — the rate at which

energy is transformed
 local types of earth materials (include



mineral, rock, clay, boulder,
gravel, sand, soil)
the rock cycle (includes mineral
formation)

 Aboriginal concept of interconnectedness
(everything in the environment is
one/connected (eg., sun, sky,
plants, animals, and humans)) in the

environment

 the nature of sustainable practices
(different scientific perspectives
and worldview interpretations of
sustainability (eg., Is resource
extraction/harvesting sustainable?
Can anything be sustainable?);
sustainable resource use: renewable
and non-renewable resources) around
BC’s living and non-living resources (living
resources include forests, fish,
agriculture; non-living resources
include water, minerals, fossil
fuels)

Area of Learning: SCIENCE

Grade 5

Learning Standards (continued)
Curricular Competencies
Evaluating







Evaluate whether their investigations were fair tests
Identify possible sources of error
Suggest improvements to their investigation methods
Identify some of the assumptions and given information in secondary sources
Demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of evidence
Identify some of the social, ethical, and environmental implications of the findings from their own and others’
investigations

Applying and innovating





Contribute to care for self, others, and community through personal or collaborative approaches
Co-operatively design projects
Transfer and apply learning to new situations
Generate and introduce new or refined ideas when problem solving

Communicating
 Communicate ideas, explanations, and processes in a variety of ways
 Express and reflect on personal, shared, or others’ experiences of place

Content

Humans use Earth materials as natural resources.

Big Idea :_____________________________________________________________________________________
Suggested questions to support the inquiry: How do we interact with water, rocks, minerals, soils and plants? Why is Earth considered a closed
material system?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
(Understand)

Core Competencies (collaboration, communication, creativity, critical thinking, problem solving and social
responsibility): I can
-identify how my actions and the actions of others affect my community and the natural environment and can work to make positive change.(social responsibility)

Criteria- Teacher and student assessment
DS
With Direct
Support

GS
With
Guided
Support

I
Independently

Criteria: Curricular Competency (Do)
I can
I can
I can
I can

I can

*

Student assessment

√

Teacher assessment

DS

GS

I

Evidence and date accomplished:

Teacher
(initials)

DS

GS

I

Evidence and date accomplished:

Teacher
(initials)

explore and pose questions that lead to
investigations.
experience and interpret the local
environment.
demonstrate an openness to new ideas and
consideration of alternatives.
identify some of the social, ethical and
environmental implications of our investigations.

Criteria: Science Content (Know)
I can

Legend

Teacher
Teacher
initials for
verification

recognize the importance of sustainable
practices.
identify some of BC's living and non-living
resources.

I can
Student Voice:

Teacher Feedback:

Cheryl.Adebar@sd71.bc.ca

Student Name ____________________________

Learning Map - Grade Science

Big Idea : ________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ (Understand)
Criteria for Successful Learner Traits/
Student Reflections:
Core Competencies
I can
I can

Criteria- Teacher and student assessment
DS
With Direct
Support

GS
With
Guided
Support

I
Independently

Criteria for Curricular Competency (Do)

Legend

Teacher
Teacher
initials for
verification

*

Student assessment

√

Teacher assessment

DS

GS

I

Evidence and date accomplished:

Teacher
(initials)

DS

GS

I

Evidence and date accomplished:

Teacher
(initials)

I can
I can
I can
I can
Criteria: Science Content (Know)
I can
I can
I can

Student Voice:
The Successful Learner Trait that I used the most was _________________________________ when
I_______________________________________________________________________________________________.
To improve an inquiry project next time, I will __________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________.
Teacher Feedback:

Cheryl.Adebar@sd71.bc.ca

Images by
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… direct support

… guided support

… independent

…applying innovatively

Name(s):

Date:

STRIVING FOR SUCCESS
…applying innovatively!
…independent
…guided support
…direct support

Criteria:

Self Assessment:

TEACHER Assessment Comments:

TASK TO COMPLETE:

Suggested Ways to Engage Students in Science Inquiry:
Begin with a shared inquiry around WATER… Driving question: What’s my Water Footprint?
Establishing a Need to Know: Share YouTube clip I Am Water (narrated by Penelope Cruz) from the series Nature is
Speaking https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwV9OYeGN88
Authentic Purpose: What’s our water source? (Find out about Comox Lake/Allen Lake.)
Establishing a need to know: Share the YouTube clip Love Your Rain Drop from Comox Valley Regional District
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYa0A3_Pa4g
Possible In-depth Inquiry: The Great Pacific Garbage Patch – Have you ever wondered where the ocean takes our
trash? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qT-rOXB6NI Resources to support an inquiry – Issues 21- Ocean
Pollution… Share the book Plastic Ahoy: Investigating the Great Pacific Garbage Patch.
For other natural resources inquiry: students choose one BC natural resource to focus on in terms of renewable vs.
non-renewable, sustainability, extraction methods, Aboriginal connections to/use of/interactions with…For in depth
study of the rock cycle you can order supplementary kit from LRC – Rocks and Rock Cycle

Suggested Ways to Embed Assessment for Learning Strategies:
Share clear learning targets with students: I can identify how my actions and the actions of others affect my
community and the natural environment and can work to make positive change. I can explore and pose questions
that lead to investigations. I can recognize the importance of sustainable practices.
Asking and inviting deep-thinking questions: Where does our water come from? Why use less Water? Why should I
care? Why do we need to use water wisely? How much water does it take to grow your food and to produce your
clothes?
Co-constructing ideas: What are our essential uses of water? What are our non-essential uses of water? What are
some ways we can conserve water? Freshwater issues in Canada: 1) Access to clean water. 2) Unsustainable water
use. 3) Pollution. 4) Waste Treatment. 5) Climate Change.
Pre-inquiry assessment: Where does our water come from? Why should I care? Why use less water?
Post-inquiry assessment: What do you know now about water use? How has your thinking changed? What are
some ways you can conserve water?

Suggested Ways to Weave Aboriginal Ways of Knowing within this unit:
Learning is holistic and relational – focusing on connectedness, relationships and sense of place…
Possible place-based learning opportunities: exploring local Aboriginal Fishing Weirs; visiting the Hatchery, local
agricultural field trips, Salmonids in the classroom (lessons with Sarah Casely
Learning is embedded in memory, history and sense of place…
Share the YouTube video and song Shallow Waters by Ta’Kaiya Blaney
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LkjIkuC_eWM
Contact sd71 Aboriginal Education for resources, ideas and support around themes such as Salmon, Cedar,
Traditional Food Facts cards
The Sacred Relationship https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NxBzyZ-8a4
This video explores how reconciling the relationship between Aboriginal people and the rest of Canada can lead to
healthier water. http://www.sacredrelationship.ca/

Grade 5 Earth and Space Science web links
Nature is Speaking: I am Water - Penelope Cruz (video, 1:28)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwV9OYeGN88
Love your Rain Drop
Have you ever wondered how our fresh water gets to us? Follow "Murph" as he is
transformed into a rain drop and put through the streams, rivers, lakes and pipes of the
Comox Valley water system. (video, 2:48)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYa0A3_Pa4g
Shallow Waters- a song by Ta’Kaiya Blaney
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LkjIkuC_eWM
World Water Day is an international observance and an opportunity to learn more about
water related issues, be inspired to tell others and take action to make a difference.
http://www.unwater.org/worldwaterday/
Water doesn't just keep us alive, it gives us everything that makes life worth living. Take
a moment to celebrate all the good things water gives.
http://www.waterday.org
BC Hydro Power smart First Wave lesson – How much water is there?
https://www10.bchydro.com/about/resources
There are so many ways to learn about water -- from global environmental issues around
water cleanliness and scarcity, to the basic biological properties of water, to water
conservation ideas and tips. How do you teach your students about this precious
resource? Check out the playlist below for some fun ways to get your kids thinking about
water -- today and every day.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLA4CB8B0D7FEBA13D
Canada Water Week
http://www.canadawaterweek.com
Did you know that Canada is one of the highest water users per capita in the world? It's
no wonder that easy access to safe, clean water is considered to be an important issue.
Managing Canada's water resources, which represents about seven per cent of the world's
renewable freshwater, is everyone’s responsibility.
http://www.ec.gc.ca/eau-water/
Kids Zone a Kids Portal to help children learn more about the important issues
surrounding water and electricity, especially why these resources are important, and how
we can use them wisely. (Warning- a noisy website!)
http://www.enwin.com/kids/water/

Discover Water: the Role of Water in our Lives
http://www.discoverwater.org
Project Wet: Use Water Wisely
http://www.discoverwater.org/use-water-wisely/
BC Curriculum Resources - Water
http://bccurriculum.pbworks.com/w/page/51954973/Water
How to make paper (out of recycled paper) - video, 5:24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RR_218EtLJU
Cumberland Community Forest Society. (video, 3:05)
The Cumberland Forest is a mature coastal forest surrounding the Village of Cumberland
on Vancouver Island. It's a wildlife corridor and includes two watersheds, salmon-bearing
streams and riparian areas, as well as hiking paths, mountain biking trails, and heritage
sites.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPiF88giqSM
2016 Cumberland Community Forest on Shaw TV (video, 4:23)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUzrqcecQdM
Waterprint is a one-of-a-kind iPhone application that calculates how much water is
imbedded in your daily activities, including what you wear, eat and drink. This
application even includes a Waterprint calculator that quickly and easily tells you how
much water it takes to grow a banana, manufacture a Tshirt, or brush your teeth.
http://www.waterprint.net
Chocolate Chip Mining Activity introduces learners to the economics of mining while
developing skills in math, science, problem solving, decision making and language arts.
http://www.acgc.ca/09/images/file/resources/G2-ChocChipMine.pdf

Suggested Resources and Experiments

Source: Every Drop Counts.
p. 4-5: We All Need Water. Water is essential for
life, but almost 750 million people don’t have
enough clean water for their daily needs.
p. 6-7: How Big is your Water Footprint?Ask
yourself, following this survey.
p. 7-8: Water Around the World. Explores water
availability, access, and use per person.

Source: Your Water Footprint - The
Shocking Facts about How Much Water we
use to make Everyday Products.
Description: Each item you purchase, each
form of transportation and energy you use
in fact each activity you do through the day
has a water footprint we can measure.

Suggested Resources and Experiments

Source: Explore Natural Resources!
p. 31-35: Wonderful Water. You might think
that there is so much water that we could
never run out of it.
p. 36-37: Calculate your Water Footprint.
Discover how much water you use each
day. The total amount is called your water
footprint.
p. 40-41: Purifying Water Experiment. In
this experiment, discover how the water
cycle purifies water.

Source: Energy From Living Things Biomass Energy
p. 4-5: Power Up. Biomass energy can be
produced in ways that are good for the
environment, or ways that may cause more
damage.

Suggested Resources and Experiments

Source: Project Wet.
http://www.projectwet.org
Description: We envision a world in which
action-oriented education enables every
child to understand and value
water, ensuring a sustainable future.

Source: BC Hydro Power smart FirstWave.
https://www10.bchydro.com/about/
resources
Description: FirstWave is a resource and
learning platform for online and in-class
conservation education.

An electronic copy of this teacher guide can be found on Learn71 at

https://portal.sd71.bc.ca/group/wyhzgr4/Pages/default.aspx
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